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Abstract. We prove a common fixed point theorem for four two pairs of hybrid mappings in
compact metric space satisfying an implicit relations using the concept of strict occasionally
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let .X;d/ be a metric space. Denote by B.X/ the set of all nonempty sets of X .
As in [10, 11] we define the functions D.A;B/ and ı.A;B/ by:
D.A;B/D inffd.a;b/ W a 2 A;b 2 Bg;
ı.A;B/D supfd.a;b/ W a 2 A;b 2 Bg:
for A;B 2 B.X/.
If A consists of a single point ”a” we write ı.A;B/D ı.a;B/.
If B consists also of a single point ”b” we write ı.A;B/D d.a;b/.
It follows immediately from the definition of ı that
ı.A;B/D ı.B;A/ 0;8A;B 2 B.X/;
ı.A;B/D 0 implies AD B D fag.
Definition 1 ([10, 11]). A sequence fAng of nonempty sets of .X;d/ is said to be
convergent to a set A of X if
(i) each point a 2 A is the limit of a convergent sequence fang, where an 2 An
for all n 2N,
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(ii) for any arbitrary " > 0, there exists an integer m > 0 such that An  A" for
n > m, where A" denote the set of all points x 2 X for which there exists a
point a 2X , depending on x, such that d.x;a/ < ".
A is said to be the limit of the sequence fAng.
Lemma 1 ([10]). If fAng and fBng are sequences in B.X/ convergent to A and
B , respectively, then ı.An;Bn/! ı.A;B/.
Lemma 2 ([10]). Let fAng be a sequence inB.X/ and y 2X such that ı.An;y/!
0. Then the sequence fAng converges to the set fyg in B.X/.
Definition 2. A set valued mapping F WX!B.X/ is said to be continuous at x 2
X if the sequence fFxng 2 B.X/ converges to fFxg, whenever fxng is a sequence
in X converging to x in X .
F is said to be continuous at X if it is continuous at every point in X .
Let A and S be self mappings of a metric space .X;d/. Jungck [12] defined A and
S to be compatible if limn!1d.ASxn;SAxn/D 0 whenever fxng is a sequence in
X such that limn!1Axn D limn!1Sxn D t for some t 2X .
A point x 2 X is a coincidence point of A and S if Ax D Sx. We denote by
C.A;S/ the set of all coincidence points of A and S .
In [23], Pant defined A and S to be pointwise R - weakly commuting if for all
x 2X , there existsR> 0 such that d.SAx;ASx/Rd.Ax;Sx/. It has been proved
in [24] that pointwise R - weakly commuting is equivalent to commutativity at coin-
cidence points.
Definition 3 ([17]). A and S is said to be weakly compatible if SAuD ASu for
u 2 C.A;S/.
Definition 4 ([2]). A and S is said to be occasionally weakly compatible mappings
(briefly owc) if ASuD SAu for some u 2 C.A;S/.
Remark 1. If A and S are weakly compatible and C.A;S/¤ 0 then A and S are
owc, but the converse is not true (Example, [2]).
Some fixed point theorems for occasionally weakly compatible mappings are proved
in [2, 6–8, 16, 22, 30–32] and in other papers.
Definition 5. Let f W .X;d/! .X;d/ and F W .X;d/! B.X/ be. Then:
1) a point x 2 X is said to be a coincidence point of f and F if f x 2 Fx. We
denote by C.f;F / the set of all coincidence points of f and F .
2) a point x 2 X is said to be a strict coincidence point of f and F if ff xg D
Fx. We denote by SC.f;F / the set of all strict coincidence points of f and
F .
3) a point x 2X is said to be a fixed point of F if x 2 Fx.
4) a point x 2X is said to be a strict fixed point of F if fxg D Fx.
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Definition 6 ([14]). The mappings f WX !X and F WX ! B.X/ is said to be ı
- compatible if limn!1 ı.Ff xn;fF xn/D 0 whenever fxng is a sequence in X such
that Fxn 2 B.X/, f xn! t , Fxn! ftg for some t 2X .
Definition 7 ([15]). The hybrid pair f W X ! X and F W X ! B.X/ is weakly
compatible if for each x 2 SC.f;F /, Ff x D fFx.
Remark 2. If the pair .f;F / is ı - compatible, then it is weakly compatible but the
converse is not true [15].
Definition 8. The hybrid pair f WX!X and F WX!B.X/ is strict occasionally
weakly compatible (briefly sowc) if there exists x 2SC.f;F / such thatFf xD fFx.
Remark 3. If C.f;F /¤  and the pair .f;F / is weakly compatible then the pair
.f;F / is owc.
There exists sowc pairs which are not weakly compatible.
Example 1 ([6]). Let X D Œ0;2 with usual metric. Define f W X ! X and F W
X ! B.X/ by
f x D

x;x D 0
2 x;x ¤ 0
and
Fx D

Œ0;x;x  1
Œ0;2x;x > 1
Clearly, C.f;F /D f0;1g, SC.f;F /D f0g, Ff 0D fF 0D f0g and Ff x ¤ fFx
for all x 2 .0;2. Hence, the pair .f;F / is sowc, but it is not weakly compatible.
Remark 4. It is obviously ff 0g D F0D f0g and F1D Œ0;1. Therefore 0 and 1
are fixed points for f and F and only 0 is a strict point of f and F .
2. PRELIMINARIES
In [9], Branciari established the following result
Theorem 1. Let .X;d/ be a complete metric space, c 2 .0;1/ and f WX !X be
a mapping such that for all x;y 2XZ d.fx;fy/
0
h.t/dt  c
Z d.x;y/
0
h.t/dt;
where h W Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ is a Lebesgue measurable mapping which is summable
(i.e. with a finite integral) on each compact subset of Œ0;1/ such that for " > 0,R "
0 h.t/dt > 0. Then f has a unique fixed point ´ 2 X such that for each x 2 X ,
limn!1f nx D ´.
Recently, Kumar et al. [20] extended Theorem 1 for two compatible mappings.
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Theorem 2. Let f;g W .X;d/! .X;d/ compatible mappings satisfying the fol-
lowing conditions:
1) g is continuous,
2) f .X/ g.X/ andZ d.fx;fy/
0
h.t/dt  c
Z d.gx;gy/
0
h.t/dt;
for all x;y 2X , c 2 .0;1/, where h is as in Theorem 1.
Then f and g have a unique common fixed point.
Definition 9. Let X be a nonempty set. A symmetric on X is a nonnegative real
valued function D on X X such that
(i) D.x;y/D 0 if and only if x D y,
(ii) D.x;y/DD.y;x/ for any x;y 2X .
Some fixed point theorems in metric and symmetric spaces for compatible, weakly
compatible and occasionally weakly compatible mappings satisfying a contractive
condition of integral type have been established in [3, 12, 19, 21, 29, 35] and in other
papers.
Let .X;d/ be a metric space and D.x;y/ D R d.x;y/0 h.t/dt , where h.t/ is as in
Theorem 1. It is proved in [21] and [29] thatD.x;y/ is a symmetric onX . It has also
been proved in [21] and [29] that the study of fixed points for mappings satisfying
a contractive condition of integral type is reduced to the study of fixed points in
symmetric spaces.
The method is not applicable for hybrid pairs.
Definition 10. An altering distance is a mapping  W Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ which sat-
isfies:
. 1/ W  is increasing and continuous,
. 2/ W  .t/D 0 if and only if t D 0.
In [18] a fixed point result involving altering distances have been obtained. Fixed
point problem involving altering distances have been studied in [28, 37, 38] and in
other papers.
Definition 11. A weakly altering distance is a mapping W Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/which
satisfies:
. 1/ W  is increasing,
. 2/ W  .t/D 0 if and only if t D 0.
Lemma 3. The function  .t/ D R t0 h.x/dx, where h.x/ is as in Theorem 1 is a
weakly altering distance.
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 2.5 [30]. 
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Several classical fixed point theorems and common fixed point theorems have re-
cently unified by considering a general condition expressed by an implicit relation
[25, 26] and other papers.
Actually, the method is used in the study of fixed points in metric spaces, sym-
metric spaces, quasi - metric spaces, convex metric spaces, reflexive metric spaces,
compact metric spaces, paracompact metric spaces, in two and three metric spaces,
for single valued functions, hybrid pairs of functions, set - valued functions.
Quite recently, the method is used in the study of fixed points for mappings satis-
fying a contractive condition of integral type, in fuzzy metric spaces and intuitionistic
metric spaces.
In [30] a general fixed point theorem for compatible mappings satisfying an impli-
cit relation has been proved.
In [13] the results from [30] have been improved relaxing compatibility to weak
compatibility.
In [27] a general fixed point theorem for weakly compatible mappings in compact
metric spaces satisfying an implicit relation is proved.
In [28] a common fixed point theorem for four weakly compatible mappings in
compact metric spaces involving an altering distance was proved, which extends the
main results of [4] and [37].
Theorem 3 ([28]). Let f;g;S and T be self mappings of a compact metric space
.X;d/ such that
a) f .X/ T .X/ and g.X/ S.X/,
b) the pairs .f;T / is compatible and the pair .g;S/ is weakly compatible,
c) f and S are continuous,
d)  .d.f x;gy// a .d.Sx;Ty//CbŒ .d.f x;Sx/C .d.gy;Ty/CCcŒ .d.Sx;gy/ 
 .d.f x;Ty/1=2 for all x;y 2X , a;b;c  0, aC2b < 1, aC c < 1, and  
is an altering distance.
Then f;g;S and T have a unique common fixed point in X .
Recently, in [5] the authors have proved a new fixed point theorem for mappings
satisfying a new type of implicit relation.
The results from [5] are extended in [30] for owc mappings involving altering
distances.
In [1] the following theorem is proved.
Theorem 4. Let I;J be two single valued functions from a compact metric space
.X;d/ into itself andF;G WX!B.X/ two set-valued functions with[G.X/ I.X/
and [F.X/ J.X/ such that
 .ı.F x;Gy// <maxf .d.Ix;Jy//; .ı.Ix;F x//; .ı.Jy;Gy/g;
minf .D.Ix;Gy//; .D.Jy;F x//g
 !.maxf .d.Ix;Jy//; .ı.Ix;F x//; .ı.Jy;Gy/g;
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minf .D.Ix;Gy//; .D.Jy;F x//g/
for all x;y 2 X , where the right hand side of inequality is positive,  is an altering
distance and ! W Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ is a continuous function satisfying 0 < !.r/ < r
for r > 0.
If the pairs .I;F / and .J;G/ are weakly compatible and the functions F;I are
continuous, then there exists a unique point p 2 X such that fpg D fIpg D Fp D
fJpg DGp.
Remark 5. In the proof of this theorem is used the fact that the function r  !.r/
is a non-decreasing function.
Some fixed point theorems for hybrid pair in compact metric spaces are proved in
[33, 34, 36] and in other papers.
The purpose of this paper is to extend Theorem 3, Theorem 4 and Theorem 2
[4] for strictly owc mappings satisfying implicit relations and to transfer the study of
fixed points for hybrid pairs of mappings satisfying a contractive condition of integral
type in compact metric spaces to the study of fixed points in compact metric spaces
by altering distances.
3. IMPLICIT RELATIONS
Let Fc be the family of all real functions F W R6C ! R satisfying the following
conditions:
.1/ F is increasing in variable t1 and nonincreasing in variables t2 and t4,
.2/ If u 0, v > 0, w  0 such that
.2a/ F.u;v;v;u;w;0/ 0 or
.2b/ F.u;v;u;v;0;w/ 0,
then u < v and uD 0 if v D 0.
.3/ F.t; t;0;0; t; t/ > 0, 8t > 0:
Example 2. F.t1; :::; t6/D t1 at2 b.t3C t4/ c.t5t6/1=2, where a > 0, b;c  0,
aC2b < 1 and aC c < 1.
.1/ W Obviously.
.2/ W Let u;v > 0, w  0 and F.u;v;v;u;w;0/ D u  av  b.uC v/  0. Then
u  aCb
1 b v < v. Similarly, F.u;v;u;v;0;w/  0 implies u < v. If u D 0,
v > 0, w > 0, then u < v.
.3/ W F.t; t;0;0; t; t/D t .1  .aC c// > 0, 8t > 0.
Example 3. F.t1; :::; t6/D t21  at22  b t
2
3Ct24
1Cminft5;t6g , where a > 0 and aC2b < 1.
.1/ W Obviously.
.2/ W Let u > 0;v > 0, w > 0 and F.u;v;v;u;w;0/D u2 av2 b.u2Cv2/ 0
which implies u2  aCb
1 b v
2, hence u < v. Similarly, F.u;v;u;v;0;w/  0
implies u < v. If uD 0, v > 0 then u < v. If v D 0 then uD 0.
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.3/ W F.t; t;0;0; t; t/D t2.1 a/ > 0, 8t > 0.
Example 4. F.t1; :::; t6/D t21  at22  b t3t41Ct5t6 , where a > 0 and aCb < 1.
.1/ W Obviously.
.2/ W Let u  0;v > 0, w  0 and F.u;v;v;u;w;0/D u2 av2 buv  0. Then
f .t/ D t2  bt   a  0  where t D u
v
. Since f .0/ D  a < 0 and f .1/ D
1  .aC b/ > 0, there exists h 2 .0;1/ such that f .t/ < 0 for t < h. Hence
u < v. Similarly, F.u;v;u;v;0;w/ 0 implies u < v. If v D 0 then uD 0.
.3/ W F.t; t;0;0; t; t/D t2.1 a/ > 0, 8t > 0.
Let ! W Œ0;1/! Œ0;1/ with 0 < !.r/ < r for r > 0, !.0/ D 0 and r  !.r/ is
non decreasing.
Example 5.
F.t1; :::; t6/D t1 maxft2; t3; t4;minft5; t6ggC!.maxft2; t3; t4;minft5; t6gg/:
.1/ W It follows from the fact that t  !.t/ > 0 is a non decreasing function.
.2/ W Let u 0;v > 0,w 0 andF.u;v;v;u;w;0/Du maxfu;vgC!.maxfu;vg/
0 which implies u maxfu;vg < 0. If v D 0 then u  Œu !.u/  0 which
implies !.u/  0, a contradiction if u > 0, hence u D 0. Similarly,
F.u;v;u;v;0;w/ 0 implies u < v if v > 0. If v D 0 then uD 0.
.3/ W F.t; t;0;0; t; t/D t   .t  !.t//D !.t/ > 0, 8t > 0.
4. FIXED POINTS FOR SOWC MAPPINGS IN COMPACT METRIC SPACES
Theorem 5. Let I W .X;d/! .X;d/ and F W .X;d/! B.X/ be sowc mappings.
If I and F have a unique point of strict coincidence f´g D fIxg D Fx, then ´ is the
unique common fixed point of I and F which is a strict fixed point for F .
Proof. Since I and F are sowc, there exists a point x 2X such that f´g D fIxg D
Fx implies IF x D FIx. Then, fI´g D fIIxg 2 IF x D FIx. Then u D Ix is a
point of strict coincidence of I and F . By hypothesis uD ´ and f´g D fI´g D F´.
Hence ´ is a common fixed point for I and F . Suppose that v¤ ´ is another common
fixed point of I and F , which is a strict fixed point for F . Then fvg D fIvg D Fv.
Hence v is a point of strict coincidence of I and F , by hypothesis v D ´. 
Theorem 6. Let .X;d/ be a metric space and let I;J W X ! X and F;G W X !
B.X/ such that
. .ı.F x;Gy//; .d.Ix;Jy//; .ı.Ix;F x//;
 .ı.Jy;Gy//; .D.Ix;Gy//; .D.Jy;F x/// 0 (4.1)
holds for all x;y 2 X , where  satisfies condition .3/ and  is weakly altering
distance. Suppose that there exists x;y 2 X such that fug D fIxg D Fx and fvg D
fJyg DGy. Then u is the unique point of strict coincidence of I and F and v is the
unique point of strict coincidence of J and G.
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Proof. First we prove that Ix D Jy. Suppose that Ix ¤ Jy. Then by (4.1) we
obtain
. .d.Ix;Jy//; .d.Ix;Jy//;0;0; .d.Ix;Jy//; .d.Ix;J x/// 0;
a contradiction of .3/. Hence d.Ix;Jy/D 0 which implies Ix D Jy. Thus fug D
fIxg D Fx DGy D fJyg. Suppose that ´ 2 X;´¤ x such that fwg D fI´g D F´.
Then by (4.1) we obtain
. .d.I´;Jy//; .d.I´;Jy//;0;0; .d.I´;Jy//; .d.I´;J x/// 0;
a contradiction of .3/. Hence fwgD fI´gDF´DfJygDGyDFxDfIxgD fug
and u is the unique point of strict coincidence of I and F . Similarly, v is the unique
point of strict coincidence of J and G. 
Theorem 7. Let .X;d/ be a compact metric space, I;J WX!X and F;G WX!
B.X/ satisfying the inequality (4.1) for all x;y 2 X ,  2 Fc satisfies condition .3/
and  is weakly altering distance such that Fx  J.X/ and Gx  I.X/, 8x 2 X
and the functions I and F are continuous. Then
3) F and I have a strict coincidence point,
4) G and J have a strict coincidence point.
Moreover, if the pairs .I;F / and .J;G/ are strict owc, then I;J;F and G have
an unique common fixed point which is a strict fixed point for F and G.
Proof. Let m D inffı.Ix;F x/ W x 2 Xg. Because .X;d/ is compact and F and
I are continuous as in [1, 33, 34] there exists x0 2 X such that ı.Ix0;F x0/ D m.
We prove that m D 0. Suppose that m > 0. Since Fx  JX;8x 2 X , there exists
Jy0 2 Fx0 and d.Ix0;Jy0/ ı.Ix0;F x0/Dm.
By (4.1) we have
. .ı.F x0;Gy0//; .d.Ix0;Jy0//; .ı.Ix0;F x0//;
 .ı.Jy0;Gy0//; .D.Ix0;Gy0//; .D.Jy0;F x0/// 0:
By .1/ we obtain
. .d.Jy0;Gy0//; .m/; .m/;
 .ı.Jy0;Gy0//; .D.Ix0;Gy0//;0/ 0: (4.2)
Since  .m/ > 0, by .2a/ we obtain
 .ı.Jy0;Gy0// <  .m/:
Since Gx  IX , 8x 2 X , there exists a point ´0 2 X such that I´0 2 Gy0 and
d.I´0;Jy0/m. We obtain  .m/  .ı.I´0;F ´0//  .ı.F ´0;Gy0//.
Then by (4.1) we have
. .ı.F ´0;Gy0//; .d.I´0;Jy0//; .ı.I´0;F x0//;
 .ı.Jy0;Gy0//; .D.I´0;Gy0//; .D.Jy0;F ´0/// 0:
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By .1/ we obtain
. .ı.I´0;F ´0//; .m/; .ı.I´0;F ´0//;
 .m/;0; .D.Jy0;F ´0/// 0:
By .2b/ we have
 .ı.I´0;F ´0// <  .m/:
Hence,  .m/   .ı.I´0;F ´0// <  .m/, a contradiction. Hence m D 0 and
 .m/ D 0. By (4.2)  .ı.Jy0;Gy0// D 0 which implies fJy0g D Gy0. Therefore
fIx0g D Fx0 D fJy0g D Gy0 D fpg. Hence, x0 is a strict coincidence point of I
and F and y0 is a strict coincidence point of J and G.
By Theorem 6, p is the unique point of strict coincidence of I and F and also p
is the unique point of strict coincidence of J and G.
If .I;F / and .J;G/ are sowc, then by Theorem 5, p is the unique common fixed
point of I , J , F and G, which is a strict fixed point for F and G. 
Remark 6. (1) By Example 2 and Theorem 7 we obtain a generalization of
Theorem 3.
(2) By Example 5 and Theorem 7 we obtain a generalization of Theorem 4.
If  .t/D t by Theorem 7 we obtain
Theorem 8. Let .X;d/ be a compact metric space, I;J WX!X and F;G WX!
B.X/ satisfying the following conditions:
a) Fx  J.X/ and Gx  I.X/, 8x 2X ,
b) the functions I and F are continuous,
c) .ı.F x;Gy/;d.Ix;Jy/;ı.Ix;F x/;ı.Jy;Gy/;D.Ix;Gy/;D.Jy;F x// 
0; for all x;y 2X and  2 Fc . Then:
d) F and I have a strict coincidence point,
e) G and J have a strict coincidence point.
Moreover, if the pairs .I;F / and .J;G/ are strict owc, then I;J;F and G have an
unique common fixed point which is a strict fixed point for F and G.
Remark 7. If I , J , F and G are self mappings of .X;d/ then by Theorem 7 we
obtain a generalization of Theorem 4.1 [7].
Corollary 1. Let .X;d/ be a compact metric space, I;J WX!X and F;G WX!
B.X/ satisfying the following conditions:
a) F.X/ J.X/ and G.X/ I.X/;8x 2X;
b) the functions I and F are continuous,
c) .ı.F x;Gy//
ad.Ix;Jy/CbŒı.Ix;F x/Cı.Jy;Gy/CcŒD.Ix;Gy/ D.Jy;F x/1=2;
for all x;y 2X , where a > 0, b;c  0, aC2b < 1 and aC c < 1. Then
d) F and I have a strict coincidence point,
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e) G and J have a strict coincidence point.
Moreover, if the pairs .I;F / and .J;G/ are strict owc, then I;J;F and G have
an unique common fixed point which is a strict fixed point for F and G.
Proof. The proof follows by Theorem 8 and Example 2. 
Example 6. Let X D Œ0;1 endowed with the Euclidean metric d . We define
Fx D

1
2

;x 2 Œ0;1 Gx D

1
2
;x 2 0; 1
2
 
1
4
; 1
2

;x 2  1
2
;1

Ix D

2xC1
4
;x 2 0; 1
2

1
2
;x 2  1
2
;1
 Jx D  1 x;x 2 0; 12
0;x 2  1
2
;1

Then we have
FX D

1
2

; GX D

1
4
;
1
2

; IX D

1
4
;
1
2

; JX D f0g[

1
2
;1

:
Hence F.X/ J.X/, G.X/ I.X/.
I and F are continuous.
J

1
2

DG

1
2

D

1
2

; I

1
2

D F

1
2

D

1
2

;
IF

1
2

D I

1
2

D 1
2
; FI

1
2

D F

1
2

D

1
2

;
JG

1
2

D J

1
2

D 1
2
; GJ

1
2

DG

1
2

D

1
2

:
Hence, .I;F / and .J;G/ are strict owc.
If x 2 Œ0;1 and y 2 0; 1
2

then ı.F x;Gy/D 0.
If y 2  1
2
;1

, then ı.F x;Gy/D ı  ˚1
2
	
;
 
1
4
; 1
2
D 1
4
and d.Ix;Jy/D d  ˚1
2
	
;0
D
1
2
.
Hence the condition c/ of Corollary 1 is satisfied for a > 1
2
, aC2b < 1, aCc < 1.
Hence I;J;F and G have an unique common fixed point x D 1
2
, which is a strict
fixed point for F and G.
5. ALTERING DISTANCE AND FIXED POINTS FOR HYBRID PAIRS SATISFYING A
CONTRACTIVE CONDITION OF INTEGRAL TYPE
Theorem 9. Let .X;d/ be a compact metric space, I;J W .X;d/! .X;d/ and
F;G WX ! B.X/ satisfying the following conditions:
1) Fx  J.X/ and Gx  I.X/, 8x 2X ,
2) the functions I and F are continuous,
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3) 
R ı.F x;Gy/
0 h.t/dt;
R d.Ix;Jy/
0 h.t/dt;
R ı.Ix;F x/
0 h.t/dt;R ı.Jy;Gy/
0 h.t/dt;
RD.Ix;Gy/
0 h.t/dt;
RD.Jy;F x/
0 h.t/dt

 0;
for all x;y 2X , where  2 Fc and h.t/ is as in Theorem 1. Then:
4) F and I have a strict coincidence point,
5) G and J have a strict coincidence point.
Moreover, if the pairs .I;F / and .J;G/ are strict owc, then I;J;F and G have
an unique common fixed point which is a strict fixed point for F and G.
Proof. As in Lemma 3 we haveZ ı.F x;Gy/
0
h.t/dt D  .ı.F x;Gy//;
Z d.Ix;Jy/
0
h.t/dt D  .d.Ix;Jy//;Z ı.Ix;F x/
0
h.t/dt D  .ı.Ix;F x//;
Z ı.Jy;Gy/
0
h.t/dt D  .ı.Jy;Gy//;Z D.Ix;Gy/
0
h.t/dt D  .D.Ix;Gy//;
Z D.Jy;F x/
0
h.t/dt D  .D.Jy;F x//:
Then by 3) we obtain
. .ı.F x;Gy//; .d.Ix;Jy//; .ı.Ix;F x//;
 .ı.Jy;Gy//; .D.Ix;Gy//;D.Jy;F x// 0:
By Lemma 3  .t/ is a weakly altering distance. Hence the conditions of Theorem
7 are satisfied and the conclusion of Theorem 9 follows from Theorem 7. 
Remark 8. If h.t/D 1, by Theorem 9 we obtain Theorem 8.
By Theorem 9 and Example 2 - 5 we obtain particular results for mappings sat-
isfying implicit relations in compact metric space. For example, by Theorem 9 and
Example 2 we obtain
Corollary 2. Let .X;d/ be a compact metric space, I;J W .X;d/! .X;d/, F;G W
X ! B.X/ satisfying conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 9 andZ ı.F x;Gy/
0
h.t/dt  a
Z d.Ix;Jy/
0
h.t/dtCbŒ
Z ı.Ix;F x/
0
h.t/dtCZ ı.Jy;Gy/
0
h.t/dt C c.
Z D.Ix;Gy/
0
h.t/dt
Z D.Jy;F x/
0
h.t/dt/1=2  0;
for all x;y 2X , where h.t/ is as in Theorem 1. Then:
a) F and I have a strict coincidence point,
b) G and J have a strict coincidence point.
Moreover, if the pairs .I;F / and .J;G/ are strict owc, then I;J;F and G have
an unique common fixed point which is a strict fixed point for F and G.
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